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Neoclassical and anomalous transport fluxes are determined for axisymmetric toroidal plasmas with 
weak electrostatic fluctuations. The neoclassical and anomalous fluxes are defined based on the 
ensemble-averaged kinetic equation with the statistically averaged nonlinear term. The anomalous 
forces derived from that quasilinear term induce the anomalous particle and heat fluxes. The 
neoclassical banana-plateau particle and heat fluxes and the bootstrap current are also affected by 
the fluctuations through the parallel anomalous forces and the modified parallel viscosities. The 
quasilinear term, the anomalous forces, and the anomalous particle and heat fluxes are evaluated 
from the fluctuating part of the drift kinetic equation. The averaged drift kineticequation with the 
quasilinear term is solved for the plateau regime to derive the parallel viscosities modified by the 
fluctuations. The entropy production rate due to the anomalous transport processes is formulated and 
used to identify conjugate pairs of the anomalous fluxes and forces, which are connected by the 
matrix with the Onsager symmetry. 0 I995 American Institute of Physics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Extensive theoretical and experimental studies on trans- 
port processes of magnetically confined plasmas have been 
performed over many years since it is crucially important’ to 
understand the transport rates for realizing controlled nuclear 
fusion. The neoclassical transport theorylw3 is based on Cou- 
lomb collisions of particles moving in toroidal magnetic con- 
figurations. Particle and energy transport fluxes observed in 
most fusion devices exceed the predictions of the neoclassi- 
cal theory and thus.are called anomalous transport4 The 
anomalous transport is considered to result from the turbu- 
lent fluctuations caused by various instabilities existing in 
confined plasmas. Most of the theoretical works on the 
anomalous (or turbulent) plasma transport have been done 
separately from the neoclassical transport. Shaing5’6 and 
Balescu,7 however, have attempted to unify the neoclassical 
and anomalous transport theories. The present work treats 
this same problem from a different approach. 
Here we investigate the weakly turbulent regime as in 
the theories of Shaing and Balescu. Only electrostatic fluc- 
tuations in the axisymmetric toroidal system are considered 
for simplicity. The principal difference between the present 
theory and the formulation of Shaing and Balescu lies in the 
way of dividing the physical variables into the average and 
fluctuating parts. Two-scale separation of spatiotemporally 
varying quantities is essentially important in treating both the 
neoclassical and turbulent effects. Variables treated by the 
neoclassical theory are spatiotemporally smooth and re- 
garded as the ensemble-averaged parts while the fluctuating 
parts are treated mainly by the anomalous or turbulent trans- 
port theory. For example, the averaged flow is incompress- 
ible to the lowest order in the neoclassical theory, which is 
crucially important in deriving the neoclassical banana- 
plateau transports fluxes. This incompressibility is derived 
from the continuity equation with the slow temporal varia- 
tion of the ensemble-averaged ensity neglected. On the 
other hand, the fluctuating part of the flow can be compress- 
ible, which causes the ion sound wave, the ion temperature 
gradient-driven mode, and other effects that influence the 
anomalous transport. Here we emphasize that it matters sig- 
nificantly how the separation of variables into the average 
and fluctuating parts is defined. In our treatment, strict sepa- 
ration into the ensemble-averaged and fluctuating parts is 
done at the level of the kinetic equation. We define the aver- 
age part of fluid variables such as densities, flow velocities, 
temperatures, and heat flux from the average kinetic distri- 
bution function. These definitions are different from those 
given by ensemble average of random fluid variables. For 
example, the tlow velocities and temperatures given from the 
average kinetic distribution function (which we call the “ki- 
netic definition”) deviate from the average, of the random 
flow velocities and temperatures given from the random ki- 
netic distribution function (which we call the “fluid defini- 
tion”). In the works of Shaing and Balescu, clear definitions 
for the average and fluctuating parts are not written although 
they seem to obey the tluid definition. When the tluid defi- 
nition is employed, the averaged fluid equations include 
many nonlinear terms with respect to the fluctuations of the 
fluid variables. On the other hand, by using the kinetic defi- 
nition, each fluid equation contains only a single nonlinear 
term with respect to the fluctuations, and thus the complexi- 
ties are reduced. 
Furthermore, the kinetic definition makes clearer the di- 
vision of the total transport into the neoclassical and anoma- 
lous parts. The averaged kinetic-equation is a starting point 
of the neoclassical part of the theory, where the effects of the 
fluctuations are contained through the term including the sta- 
tistically averaged quadratic nonlinearity. We define anoma- 
lous particle and heat fluxes from this term quite. naturally 
according to the analogy to the definitions of the classical 
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and neoclassical fluxes. This definition of the anomalous heat 
flux is different from that of Shaing’,’ and Balescu.7 Thus, 
this statistically averaged nonlinear term plays an essential 
role in the unification of the neoclassical and anomalous 
transport theories, and it is calculated by the quasilinear tech- 
nique in the weakly turbulent regime. Evaluation of this qua- 
silinear term requires the fluctuating part of the kinetic dis- 
tribution function. In our formulation, owing to the kinetic 
definition, the fluctuating part of the kinetic equation coin- 
cides with the standard drift or gyrokinetic equation for the 
plasma turbulence, and the fluctuation of the kinetic distribu- 
tion function takes a well-known form used for microinsta- 
bilities. In contrast, Shaing5’6 and Balescu7 employ Shaing’s 
ansatz5-’ for the kinetic distribution and derive the kinetic 
response to the fluctuations from a drift or gyrokinetic equa- 
tion including nondiamagnetic flow dependence which we 
treat by the average part of the drift kinetic equation. 
In the present formulation the modified averaged parallel 
viscosities are obtained in the plateau regime from the solu- 
tion of the averaged drift kinetic equation and the fluctua- 
tions affect the neoclassical banana-plateau transport fluxes. 
We find the new relation between the parallel viscosities and 
the average poloidal flows caused by the electrostatic fluc- 
tuations, which are not described by Shaing and Balescu 
since the quasilinear fluctuation effects on the average ki- 
netic distribution are neglected by them. Physically, the par- 
allel viscosity modification arises from the pressure anisot- 
ropy induced by the parallel velocity diffusion produced by 
the drift wave fluctuations. This anisotropy competes with 
the neoclassical anisotropy mechanism from the poloidal 
flow in producing the parallel viscosity. 
We also analyze the Onsager relations and the entropy 
production functional in the anomalous transport system. 
Shaing argues that the Onsager relation holds for the anoma- 
lous transport coefficient@ while Balescu claims that it does 
not.‘+ Here, we emphasize that the Onsager relation is 
closely related to the entropy production. For example, in the 
classical process, the entropy production defined in terms of 
the collision operator is represented by the product of trans- 
port fluxes and thermodynamic forces and the Onsager sym- 
metry is valid for the transport matrix which relates these 
fluxes and forces to each other3 Thus, conjugated pairs of the 
fluxes and forces are determined through the entropy produc- 
tion functional. According to the neoclassical and anomalous 
transport processes, there exist two types of entropy produc- 
tion: one is derived from the collision operator as mentioned 
above, and the other is due to the transfer of energy and 
momentum through the anomalous processes. Since neither 
Shaing nor Balescu give clear expressions for the entropy 
production in the anomalous transport process from which 
the conjugate pairs of the anomalous transport fluxes and 
forces should be defined, their arguments on the Onsager 
relation seem to be incomplete. We define the anomalous 
entropy production in terms of the anomalous quasilinear 
term and thus give the conjugate flux-force pairs. The result- 
ing expression of the anomalous entropy production coin- 
cides with that derived by Horton.” It is also shown that the 
Onsager symmetry is satisfied by the anomalous transport 
matrix connecting these anomalous fluxes and forces. How- 
ever, this anomalous transport relation has a structure which 
is totally different from the classical or neoclassical one, 
since the anomalous transport matrix is also a highly nonlin- 
ear function of forces such as the density and temperature 
gradients through the eigenfrequencies. Furthermore, in or- 
der to complete transport relations, the spectrum of the po- 
tential fluctuations remains to be determined. The fluctuation 
spectrum is given by the nonlinear saturation mechanism al- 
though here we only treat the spectrum as given following 
the works of Shaing and Balescu. We estimate the anomalous 
transport and the parallel viscosities from the dispersion re- 
lation for the ion temperature gradient-driven mode. 
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, basic equa- 
tions for the density, momentum, energy, and energy fluxes 
are derived from the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation in- 
cluding the effects of the electrostatic fluctuations through 
the quasilinear term. In Sec. III, the neoclassical and anoma- 
lous transport fluxes are defined. In Sec. IV, the average and 
fluctuating parts of the drift kinetic equation are shown, 
which give the bases for the neoclassical and anomalous 
parts of our theory, respectively. In Sec. V, we derive the 
entropy production in the anomalous transport process and 
show the Onsager relation between the conjugate pairs of the 
anomalous transport fluxes and forces. In Sec. VI, the aver- 
aged drift kinetic equation with the quasilinear term is solved 
for the plateau regime to give the average parallel viscosities. 
There, estimates are given for the anomalous transport and 
parallel viscosities from the dispersion relation for the ion 
temperature gradient-driven mode. Finally, conclusions and 
discussion are given in Sec. VII. 
II. BASIC EQUATIONS 
We start from an ensemble-averaged kinetic equation for 
species a: 
@-a t+“.vfa+~(E+f”XB). f$=c,+2?a, (1) 
where C, is a collision term and $2~~ is fluctuation-averaged 
nonlinear term defined by 
& 
g=-5L &df” 
ma ( ) dv ’ ens 
(2) 
E=-vc$. (3) 
Here (a),,, denotes the ensemble average and we divided the 
distribution function (the electric field) into the ensemble- 
averaged part f, (E) and the fluctuating part ja (E). Taking 
the moments of the kinetic equation yields the following 
fluid equations. The continuity equation: 
%+V.(n,u,)=O; 
the momentum balance equation: 
m,n,( ;+~~+~=n,e,( E+ f u,xBj -VP, 
-V.rr,+F,,+K,,; 
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the energy balance equation: 
gg==-v. q.+;p,n.+ma.u. i i +Yz.vP, 
+u,~(V-nu)+Q,+H,; (6) 
the energy flux equation: 
+(Fa2fKa2) -V-r,. 1 (7) 
Here F,I, Q,, and Fa2 represent the collisional genera- 
tion rates of momentum, heat, and heat flux, respectively, 
which are defined in Ref. 2. The density n, , pressure -pa, 
Aow velocity u, , heat flux g, , total energy flux Q, , viscos- 
ity tensor n=, and energy weighted stress tensor r, are all 
defined from the ensemble-averaged distribution function f, 
in the standard way as given in Ref. 2. It should be noted that 
these “kinetic” definitions of the average fluid variables are 
different from the conventional “fluid” definitions: for ex- 
ample, the both definitions give the same average density 
and pressure although the average flow velocity in the latter 
is defined by the average of the random flow velocity given 
from the total kinetic distribution and is different from that in 
the former as 
( f-/f:v~;$;;)e”; ~:v~~=ua (8)
and similarly the different average temperatures are given 
depending on the definitions. By our kinetic definitions, the 
above fluid equations contain the nonlinear terms with re- 
spect to the kinetic fluctuations, which are all derived from 
ga, while, when the fluid definitions were used, there are 
large numbers of nonlinear terms with respect to the fluctua- 
tions at each level of the averaged fluid equations. For ex- 
ample, the averaged momentum balance equation is written 
in the fluid definition as 
ma $ ( n,u,+ (GiJenJ + m,V -(vwa + ~a(GUns 
+ &~,)e,,ua+ 4l&k7~a)e”s+ QzAA”S) 
-n,e.[E+ f uaxB) -Vpa-~V.*~+F,l+e,(ui,~),,, 
+ : (iG&,sxB. (9) 
where all the random fluid variables are defined from the 
total distribution function fa+ja and devided into the aver- 
age (u, ;*.) and fluctuating parts (& ;a-j. 
The heat generation rate and forces resulting from the 
fluctuation term B= are given by 
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Ha= 
I 
K,, = d3v ~amav=e,(~,$,,,, 
I 
Kaz= 
I 
m,v2 5 
d3v Samav y-- 5 
,i 1 a 
; ; &-&T&t &,.ii =- , 
a ( ) lZ”S 
where we defined the fluctuating density, particle flux, and 
pressure (scalar and stress parts) as 
ia= 
I 
d3v fa, 
f,= 
I 
d3v fav, 
ja=f d3v ]am,v2, 
I 
(11) 
&a=~d3v~ama(vv-~v21). 
Let us define an ordering parameter A for the fluctuating 
variables as 
& e=J ‘&Q-A 
f, Ta na kL ' (12) 
where kll-L-’ (L: th e scale length of the plasma equilib- 
rium quantities) and k, denotes the parallel and perpendicu- 
lar wave numbers of fluctuations, respectively. Then we have 
Kajl-A, 
Kaj,,-A2 (j= 1,2). (13) 
Another ordering parameter is a drift-ordering parameter 8 
given by 
s-pa IL (14) 
where pa is a thermal gyroradius. When A-S, we should use 
theByrokinetic equation to obtain the gyzophase dependence 
off a. If A+8, the lowest-order part off, has no gyrophase 
dependence and is obtained from the drift kinetic equation. 
In the latter case, 7j, has a Chew-Goldberger-Low (CGL) 
form: 
~,=(@ll,-bd(nn- $11, 
&= 
I 
d3v jarnnvi, (15) 
1 
L=~ I 
d3v ja,rn,vf, 
where n=B/B, vII=v.n, and v,=v-vlln. 
From the perpendicular components of Eqs. (5) and (7), 
we have the perpendicular classical and neoclassical fluxes 
of particles and heat of @t&) and the anomalous perpendicu- 
lar tluxes driven by Kajl of @(aA). In the parallel compo- 
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nents of Eqs. (5) and (7), forces such as (V+ ?r,)ll and (V.r,),, 
are &(@J while the parallel forces Kajll are &(A2). Thus, if we 
take A-S, the order of the anomalous perpendicular fluxes is 
equal to that of classical and neoclassical perpendicular 
fluxes, and the fluctuation effects due to Kajll on the neoclas- 
sical banana-plateau fluxes and the bootstrap current are ne- 
glected. Hereafter, we employ the ordering A-61’2%8. Then 
the anomalous perpendicular fluxes exceed the neoclassical 
ones and, besides, the banana-plateau fluxes and the boot- 
strap current are significantly affected by the fluctuations as 
shown in the following sections. 
111. NEOCLASSICAL AND ANOMALOUS FLUXES 
In axisymmetric systems such as tokamaks, the magnetic 
field is given by 
B=ZVl+ & vrxvx, (16) 
where 5 denotes the toroidal angle, x the poloidal magnetic 
flux, and I the covariant toroidal component of the magnetic 
field which is a flux surface quantity due to no radial current 
condition Vx.V XB=O. Hereafter, we assume that the 
ensemble-averaged istribution function f, is independent of 
the toroidal angle 5 and that all the average fluid variables 
defined from f, and the average electric field E are axisym- 
metric. 
The lowest-order parts of the continuity equation (4) and 
the energy balance equation (6) show that the divergence of 
the lowest-order flows u, and & vanishes. Using this zero- 
divergence constraint and the lowest-order parallel compo- 
nents of Eqs. (5) and (7) with the friction-flow relations,293 
we have the relations: 
with the poloidal angle 8 and an arbitrary flux label $, The 
dimensionless coefficients 011, &II, I?i, and ifi are given in 
Ref. 3. The diamagnetic flow contributions V,, and Vza me 
defined by 
V,p $y..5($+5g), 
2rrI CT; 
V&=---y- -. 
x e,B 
(20) 
The species summation of the lowest-order parallel compo- 
nent of the momentum balance equation (5) gives 
(B*V *a,)+ (B-V *ni)=O, cm 
where we should note that the species summation of the 
anomalous forces Z,K,, vanishes due to the quasineutrality 
condition &e$, =O. The parallel viscosities (B. V+ rr,> and 
(B-V +O,> are calculated by solving the ensemble-averaged 
drift kinetic equation which contains the quasilinear fluctua- 
tion term as shown in the following sections. The source of 
the parallel viscosities consists of two parts: one is the same 
as in the conventional neoclassical theory2’3 due to the poloi- 
da1 flows and the other is the anomalous drive due to the 
quasilinear fluctuation term. Thus, the parallel viscosities are 
written as 
(B-V ‘7~~) [ 1 (B-V 43,> = 3((neVB) 
=3((n.VB)2) F:f”: ;(,“iyi y:‘* 1 I[ . a a a II a2 1 
(22) 
Here the neoclassical viscosity coefficients paj (j= 1,2,3) are 
given in Ref. 2 for the Pfirsch-Schliiter, plateau, and banana 
regimes, and written in Ref. 3 as 
-(B.K,~)+(B.V.O,) I 
(17) 
and 
2 
~pr”(B~~/i)= t F (B2)+(BV2i) 
I 
2 = - 5 ii; &, (-(B.K,,)+(B.V@,)), (18) 
I I 
where (e) denotes the magnetic flux surface average, and 
@,=(m,lT,)[r,-$(l:r,)]--$r,. Here uue and qne are the 
flux functions2 defined by 
u,*VB 
u,e(3/jE BaVB 9 
90-V@ 
WWf/)‘~ (19) 
(23) 
for the banana regime, where v, and ,u$ should be replaced 
with 40,, and hjk for the plateau regime (see Ref. 3 for the 
definitions of these coefficients). In Eq. (22), Y,j Q=1,2) 
denote the anomalous parts of the parallel viscosities, Waj 
(j= 1,2) represent the shifts of the poloidal flows due to the 
fluctuations, and they are calculated in the Sec. VI for the 
plateau regime. 
Taking the flux surface averages of the toroidal compo- 
nents of Eqs. (5) and (7) yields the flux-surface-averaged 
radial particle and heat fluxes up to O;,(&) as 
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+(s,.v~)~m+(q,.V~)aanom, (24) 
where the first three terms in the right-hand sides represent 
the classical, Ptirsch-Schliiter, and banana-plateau fluxes 
while the last two are the anomalous contributions defined 
later. The classical and Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes are given in 
terms of the pressure and temperature gradients in the same 
way as in the case of no fluctuations and their transport re- 
lations are written in Refs. 1-3. However, the fluctuation 
effects appear in the anomalous fluxes as well as in the 
banana-plateau transport relations as shown later. 
Anomalous terms (B.&j) and waj (or Y,j) are ~IICO~PO- 
rated into the neoclassical framework by defining the modi- 
fied forces and poloidal flows as 
Qwk-hi>>(m) 
=(NV*,- w+ (B-&z) 
(BV2a)(ln)=(BV*e)- 2 “& re 5 q nm @-Kez) +(B2>K2r e & 
(BV2j)‘m)=(BV2j)- - ; iTi; & (B&)+(B2)Wi2, I 
(qy& (BEIIA))-(n,e)-‘(B.K~,), 
(nt) - 
%a -&la- WC219 
(25) 
2 42? 2 4nl? --= --- 
5p, 5p, wa2* 
If we use the above modified forces and poloidal flows, the 
neoclassical expressions for the parallel viscosities and, ac- 
cordingly, for the banana-plateau particle and heat fluxes, are 
valid even in the presence of fluctuations. From Eq. (17), we 
can obtain the contributions of fluctuations to the parallel 
current. Then, from Eqs. (17), (18), and (21)-(23), we obtain 
the banana-plateau transport equations as 
K?-Wbp 
Lyy Lip, Lk”3 LYP, 
‘h=h)b),, LbP 21 LbP LBP, LbP 22 - 
(qiev$)bp = Li! L$ L$, Lii 
(B2)- *‘2(Bj,,)(m) L)I’I Lip, LSP, L;$ 
X 
- T,-‘(dT,ldcjlp) 
-Tz:'(dTjld$ym) ' cw 
(p)-l12(49h! 
where the fluxes on the left-hand side are defined by 
(l-y7@)bp-. - I$! c(;-($;~, 
a 
27rI c(B.V@,) 
T,-‘(%‘v@)b,= - 7 
4B2> ’ 
(27) 
(B#“)= (Wl[) - + q,(q’)(“) 
-Jr 5 GII 2 (B-K,,), 
and the modified pressure and temperature gradients are 
given from Eq. (25) as 
(28) 
-km (B-Ka2) n,m, 
The transport matrix is given by 
L;f L4’pz L;s . Lip, 
LbP 21 Lip, L$j Lip, 
LbP LbP 31 32 L$ LbP 34 
Liy Lip, L;{ Lip, 
X 
1 0 0 0 
0 &Te 0 0 
0 0 &CTi/Zi) 0 
0 0 0 -e(x’/27rZ)lfi,[ 7 
G”1 
x 
G. 1% GE 
15 1:“3 Aly3 liE 
1 Gil G3 $3 lBEl 
rl 0 0 0 1 
0 he 0 0 x 
&(TiIZi) ’ 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 -e(X1~2~z)I&?l~eJ 
(29) 
where p,=ur;llfial and ~,=e,(B2)“2/m,c. The dimen- 
sionless coefficients 147,... and A are defined in Ref. 3. From 
Eqs. (18), (22), (23), and (25), the parallel ion viscosity is 
written as 
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(BV.q)= F (B+ 
I 
x /&-(P:3)*q [( 
cp (m) 
1+ i$,L&f$ @i@ 
(BVZ~)(~) - 
(B2) 1 h (30) 
The Pfirsch-Schliiter-type fluxes induced by the parallel 
fluctuation forces are given by 
(r,Vil/);“,“*= -y ($-y l-&)), 
T%Ia*v(Ir)Ps mom+(5c( &)). (31) 
The anomalous transport induced by the perpendicular fluc- 
tuation forces are given by 
(32) 
The anomalous fluxes in Eq. (31) are negligibly smaller than 
those in Eq. (32) since kll@k, is assumed. 
In the following sections, Kaj and Waj are calculated SO 
that we can evaluate all of the anomalous contribution to the 
total transport by using Eqs. (26), (31), and (32). Before 
proceeding to that, we discuss here the general properties of 
the anomalous transport matrices from the linear thermody- 
namic point of view. We have shown in Bq. (26) the anoma- 
lous effects on the banana-plateau transport by modifying the 
forces and the parallel current. However, it is useful to ex- 
press the anomaly in terms of the modification of the trans- 
port coefficients rather than the forces so that the various 
contributions to the total transport can be represented by the 
corresponding transport matrices. In order to obtain such ex- 
pressions, we need to express K, and W=j in terms of the 
thermodynamic forces. Since the density and temperature 
gradients are the causes of the fluctuations, K,j, W,j and 
accordingly all types of the anomalous transport fluxes are 
nonlinear functions of them as shown in the following sec- 
tions, although we here assume that the Kaj and W,j are 
approximated as their linear combinations. Noting that the 
density gradient is also given by the pressure and tempera- 
ture gradients as 
V lnn,=V lnni=V In P- l+T1,zT 
i ie 
X VlnT,+& 
i 
V In Ti (33) 
i e 
the Kaj and Waj are assumed to be written as 
[ $]=[wFjy;$;;j][ 2ylf~  
(a=e,i; j= 1,2). (341 
(The linear thermodynamic form of the anomalous transport 
will be also discussed in Sec. V.) Then, the deviation of the 
banana-plateau transport from its nonturbulent expression is 
expressed as 
Cvvxy:,” 
(WV %%y”” 
(WV %y:“” 
(B’) - “‘( Bjf’““” 
Liqa” I;;y L;yo -n,‘dPld# 
f 
L$a” Lp t;yo - T,-‘dT,/d& = 
Lpy L$p Lpo -T,:‘dTild* ’ 
Lpp L$y Lip3anO ( B2> - 1’2(BEf)) 
where the transport matrix is given by 
L;y Lp Lpp 
Lbw ~;y @y 
21 
L!‘la” Lgy L;y 
Lbw ~‘?y @a _ 41 
L’;? Lip, Lip, L’IP N$ lq.y h4$ 
G’; Lip, L$ L;“4 kig ML;) A# = 
L$ Lip, L!t; Li”4 iv{;) &f$’ MI;’ 
a L;$ Li$ Lg My @a &fp 
0 0 0 
with 
(35) 
(36) 
A@= -(n,e)-‘(B2>-*‘2(B.fo), (37) 
(a=e,i; j= 1,2,3). 
Here the Onsager symmetry and the positive definiteness are 
no longer ensured for the transport matrix in Eq. (36) even if 
that is restricted to the 3X3 (or 2X2) matrix [Ljbkpm] with 
j,k= 1,2,3 (orj,k= 1,2). Similarly, the linear thermodynamic 
form of the anomalous particle and heat fluxes given in Eqs. 
(31) and (32) can be written as 
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P-e-v 4x? [ 1 ble~wK?m (WV @K” 
=[zj ;$ zJ[ 2jY.f 1 9(38) aoonl [ 1 ‘,yw;““” (d:v +jmom =[{ tj; zJ[ 2$Lff],. 
where the transport coefficients are given by 
(39) 
(40) 
L$L-y($g1-&)) (j=1,2,3), 
( 
VtcI 
q= mf-J - -(f$Xn> , e e ) 
( 
vti L;=T, a- (fghlj , 
e e ) 
(41) 
Ls=Ti -J$ .@xnj) (j= 1,2,3). 
Generally, these anomalous transport matrices do not- satisfy 
the Onsager-type symmetry and the positive definiteness, and 
this broken sym&etry in the anomalous transport is in agree- 
ment with Bale&u’s argument.7-g 
Here, it should be noted that the pairs of the therLmody- 
namic forces and the anomalous fluxes employed iii, Eqs. 
(35), (38), and (39) are chosen in the same way as in the case 
of classical and neoclassical tr&$ort, which is because we 
intended to classify the classical, neoclassic& and koma- 
lous fluxes according to the corresponding transport Matrices 
in the linear thermodynamic t&&p&t equations. However, 
there exist qualitative *differences between the collision- 
induced (classical and neoclassical) transpog and the 
turbulence-induced (anomalous) transport. One of them is 
the intrinsically nonlinear thermodynamic force dependence 
of the anomalous transport and another remarkable differ- 
ence is that those two types of transport correspond to dif- 
ferent structure of the entropy production functional. The 
inner product of the collision-induced fluxes and the thermo- 
dynamic forces causes the collisional entropy production, by 
which the conjugated pairs of the fluxes and forces are iden- 
tified. The Onsager symmetry of the classical and neoclassi- 
.- ” Phvs. Plasmas. Vol. 2. No. 8. Auaust 1995 
cal transport matrices are derived from the self-adjointness of 
the collision operator. On the contr&y, the anomalous trans- 
port results in another structure of entropy production.” The 
structure of the anomalous entropy production is given in 
Sec. V. The products of the anomalous fluxes and forces in 
Eqs. (35), (38), and (39) do not corresponding to this anoma- 
lous entropy production, and those pairs are not conjugate in 
that sense. The Onsager symmetry and the positive definite- 
ness are not valid for the anomalous transport matrices con- 
necting the conjugated pairs defined by the collision operator 
C, as mentioned above. In Sec. V, for the operator L&, the 
conjugated pairs of the anomalous fluxes and forces are de- 
fined from the anomalous entropy production produced by 
the resonant wave-particle interactions. For the relation be- 
tween these fluxes and driving forces, the Onsager symmetry 
holds. 
IV. DRIFT KlNETlC EQUATlON WITH ELECTROSTATIC 
FLUCTUATIONS 
The drift kinetic equation”“2 is given by 
=Gsfa>, ,_ (42) 
where fa is a gyroangle-averaged distribution function in the 
phase space of guiding center variables (x,E,p) and vdo is 
the g&ding-center drift velocity. The potential Q> consists of 
the time-independent ensemble-averaged part @O=(Q)ens and 
the fluctuating part 4: 
J@O c-q)+& 7=0. 
Then the energy variable E is divided into the average and 
fluctuating parts: 
E=E,+e,& 
Eo=*mav2+ea@“. (44) 
Hereafter let us use (x,&,,p) as independent guiding-center 
variables instead of (x,E,pj. Then the drift kinetic equation 
is rewritten for fa(ri,Eo,p) as 
$El 
dt+(vllnfVdaO+~~).Vfa+ea(Ulln+VdoO+~~) 
@+EcA)) 
i?=-v& GE=; tixn, 
(46) 
, 
with x1 =v,Iv,, x~~=vII/v~~ and vTa=(2Taln_z,)‘“. Due to 
the elkctiostatic fluctuation terms, the solution f, of the drift 
kinetic equation also includes average and fluctuating parts: 
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&= me”s+.A - (47) 
Taking an ensemble average of the drift kinetic equation and 
retaining the terms up to &(a, we obtain 
4&Z>,“, 
(~~~“SVdao)‘V(~=)ensfe,vIIE~’ 7 
0 
= GGa)Lo,+ % 9 
where 
(48) 
(49) 
To the lowest order, we have 
qnWLJens= GKLhd. (50) 
As a solution of the lowest-order equation, we use the Max- 
wellian distribution function 
ja()=(ja())ens=faM= rr-3~2nav;,j%-*~ 
=no( +$-)“’ exp( eQ’;y’o), (51) 
where x, = vlv Ta . We should note that the lowest-order dis- 
t$bution function jOe does not include a fluctuating part, i.e., 
fao=O. To @(4, we have 
&o 
UIln’V(~=l)ensfVdnO’VfaO+eaUllE6A’ dE 
0 
=Ca((&l)ens)+~a. (52) 
In the right-hand side, we use the linearized collision opera- 
tor and 
(53) 
‘I$e linearized drift kinetic equation for the fluctuating 
part f,, is written as 
where higher-order terms than 4(s) are neglected. Defining 
the nonadiabatic part h, by 
we obtain 
(55) 
(56) 
which has the well-known form of the gyrokinetic 
equation1*““*‘4 in the zero gyroradius limit. Using the Fourier 
representation for the rapid spatiotemporal variation of the 
fluctuating quantities as 
exp( ikex- iw,.$) (57) 
and neglecting the bounce motion of the trapped ions that is 
justified in the pIateau regime, we have 
T 
fi&&= 
w-WE-- @*, edk 
-f ~--~E-ff&-kl,vI[+i~, T, aMI (553) 
where C,(&& is replaced with uOiak and 
~~a=k~(v,v~+vacurv) 
= k. 2 nx(n:,V In B+2.$n.Vn), 
a 
d?iz= @*a[ 1+ 77&;- $,I, 
CT, @*a= k* ZnxV Inn,, n 
(59) 
va=d In T,ld In n, 
are used. Using Eqs. (53), (55), (57), and (58) and assuming 
that v,+[w], we have 
X6(0-WE-WDa-kllUll)faMl. 033 
From Eqs. (lo), (ll), (55), (57), and (58), we can calcuiate 
the anomalous heat generation rate and forces as 
X(w-co,-o;,)k, (60 
+ 
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When the fluctuation spectrum (I&12)ens and the dispersion 
relation W=C+ are given, we can obtain from the above 
equations the parallel anomalous forces, which are necessary 
for the determination of the banana-plateau transport in Eq. 
(26) and the anomalous Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes in Eq. (31). = 
We can also obtain the anomalous fluxes from the perpen- 
f (i 
d3v ja --GE-V lnfaM+ $ (vlln+vdno).ti 
Ll 1) 
dicular anomalous forces as = J,I -%I + Jaz-Xazf.Ja~L, (68) 
anom- 
ra -5 J&I xn, 
a 
f corn=-& Ka2xn. 
cl n 
(62) 
where we defined conjugate pairs of forces 
X,1=-v Inn,, X,s=--V In T,, Xas=l/T,, 
(69) 
and fluxes 
The flux surface averages of the radial components of Eq. 
(62) were already found in Eq. (32). Jal = c= I 
d3u(j&) 
&I bkl”> 
V. ENTROPY PRODUCTION AND CONJUGATE PAIRS 
OF FLUXES AND FORCES IN ANOMALOUS 
TRANSPORT PROCESSES 
We define the microscopic entropy S,, and macroscopic 
entropy SnM per unit volume for species a by 
Sam= - d”v((f,)+~~)ln((f,>+~=,), s (63) 
Saw= - d34L$4fa)- f (64) 
=T q T2 I d3u ~~MS(W--E-QD~-~~~UII) a 
X(W-~~-W$~) 2 kxn, 
J,,=; q:= j- d3v(::- ;)@&, 
=?I- c 
k 
e’c~2) 1 d”ujx:- f)fa;8(co-wE 
J 
In this section, the subscript for ensemble average is sup- 
pressed. We have the relation between these entropies by 
retaining terms up to @(A*) as 
(6% 
Without collisions, the total microscopic entropy, i.e., the 
species summation and the spatial integration of S,, is con- 
served although the total macroscopic entropy can be in- 
creased by the turbulent or anomalous transport process. In 
this section, we are concerned with the entropy production 
by the turbulent process and neglect the collisional effect by 
assuming that the time scale of the turbulent fluctuations is 
much shorter than the collision time. Then we see from the 
average kinetic (Vlasov) equation that the conservation of 
S,, is broken by Z& and the entropy production rate due to 
the anomalous or turbulent process is defined by 
d;f=- d3v ~2’~ lncf,). I- 
CT, 
- ~~,-~p~~)(~-- WE- mz,) e,~ kxn, 
Ja3=e I d3u(.f&~(vp+va~B+va ,,,) 
(70) 
=mc e:(@k12> 
k TLI I 
d3v fMt3(~--E-~Dn-kllvIIj 
Here J,t=I’; is the particle flux conjugate to the density 
gradient force X0 i = -Y In n, and is the same as the anoma- 
lous particle flux ryrn defined in Eq. (62); J,2=qt/T, is the 
heat flux divided by the temperature conjugate to the tem- 
perature gradient force Xa2 = -V In T, although it is differ- 
ent from the anomalous flux qymlT, defined in Eq. (62). 
The flux Ja3 is conjugate to the force Xa3= l/T, and repre- 
sents the rate of the energy transfer from the electrostatic 
fluctuations to the particles moving along the guiding-center 
orbits. (66) 
.I 
From the average and fluctuating parts of the Vlasov equa- 
tion, we also obtain up to &A2) 
a$=; j- d3v( ;+v.V) g. (67) 
a 
The positive definiteness of o$ is shown as 
d=n-c e’(p’2) / d3v 3L‘aMS(orwE-q,-kp$ 
k a 
X(w- WE-- w~J2~0. (71) 
Here we can see that 4 is due to the spatiotemporal varia- 
tion of the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (65). 
The relation between the fluxes and forces are given by 
Using (f) = f aM and the linearized drift kinetic equation (54) 
for ?a in the collisionless limit and assuming that the tempo- 
ral variation of faM is much slower than that of (jz), we 
have 
’ [ ;;I=[ ;; $ ;i][ ;‘j, (72) 
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where 
L&c rrx “‘*‘*’ j- d+- ;jLim-‘faM 
k 
CT, 2 
x S(o- ~~-a~~~-k~p~~) e,~ 
i 1 
WnjWnL 
X(0-06)~ (l,m= 1,2). 
Thus the matrix relating the fluxes to the forces satisfies the 
Onsager symmetry and the positive definiteness although it 
is quaIitatively different from the classical and neoclassical 
transport matrices in that the former matrix depends also on 
the forces through the eigenfrequencies, which are deter- 
mined from the dispersion relation, and through the spectrum 
of the fluctuation amplitudes, which is given by the nonlinear 
saturation. In order to elucidate the origin of the Onsager 
symmetry and the positive definiteness satisfied by the 
anomalous transport equations (72), a general quasilinear 
formulation of the drift kinetic equation with the electrostatic 
fluctuations is developed in Appendix A. There, we derive a 
symmetric and positive definite five-dimensional diffusion 
tensor pz which relates the anomalous fluxes to the gradient 
forces in the drift phase space. From that phase space diffu- 
sion tensor, the Onsager symmetry and the positive definite- 
ness of the the anomalous transport matrix (73) are derived. 
The effects of the finite gyroradius can be derived from 
using the gyrokinetic equation and the results are easily ob- 
tained by including [J,,(k,v,lfl,)12 into the integrands in 
the matrix coefficients given by Eq. (73). As shown in Ref. 
10, for a stronger turbulent regime, the delta functions in the 
integrands are replaced with the resonance functions derived 
from the renormalized propagator which takes account of the 
turbulent resonance broadening. 
In Ref. 9, Balescu derived the linear thermodynamic 
form of the anomalous transport and discussed the broken 
Onsager symmetry and the difficulty lying in the transport 
coefficients. The relation between his results and ours given 
in this section is shown in detail in Appendix B. There we 
find that, in the linear thermodynamic form employed by 
Balescu, the Onsager symmetry is hidden and that it is es- 
sential to the Onsager relation of Eq. (72) to include Ju3 and 
X,, as the flux and force, which are not treated as such in his 
linear thermodynamic form. 
VI. ANOMALOUS EFFECTS ON THE PARALLEL 
VISCOSITIES 
Now, let us find the solution of the averaged drift kinetic 
equation (52). Here, we consider a large aspect ratio tokamak 
in order to derive the approximate solution for the plateau 
regime, and, as shown in Appendix C, the solution is written 
as 
(~a*}e”s=Fa*f~frl=~f-(Va.~a)-l(~~82))+~a, (74) 
where we denoted the contribution of the thermodynamic 
forces by 
27rf qj @a0 2q 
F,,=---;-- 
x n,~=a[v,~+ixi-~)v2~]~*~, 
(75) 
the poloidal flow part by 
g”= ” a =~B[uub+~~(x:-~j]~a~, (76) 
the part contributing to the parallel viscosity by 
ha= EV, 
+’ v, 1; (P;=‘)d~] J;dT 
Xsin( /3-- fi;“3&jeP7”6, (77) 
and the definition of (v, J&)-‘(~~“*‘) is described in Ap- 
pendix C. Here, .+v$v denotes the cosine of the pitch 
angle. Fluctuation effects on the solution are explicitly in- 
cluded through @La*) } in the third and fourth terms in Eq. 
(74). The third term -(v&)-‘(@~~‘) results from the 
balance between the collisional pitch angle scattering and the 
quasilinear anisotropic deformation of the distribution in the 
velocity space. The fourth term c, represents the distribution 
of the resonant particles (lzj+l). The anisotropic distribution 
(or 5 dependence) in the velocity space caused by the second 
term (poloidal flow) and that by the third term (quasilinear 
effect) give the sources of the resonant particles that are re- 
sponsible for the neoclassical and anomalous parallel vis- 
cosities, which are shown in Eq. (77). Since the quasilinear 
term (eQ} contains a delta function of & all the Legendre 
function components with 1=2,3,4,... homogeneously con- 
tribute to (r;“,“““‘} although its even parts with 1=2,4,6,... 
vanish in the integral ,fA(fii”2’)d[. Then, noting that only 
h, contributes to the flux-averaged parallel viscosities, we 
obtain 
(B*V*qJ 
I I (B.V@,) 
(Jd3v m,uiB-Vi,) 
(]d3v m,vi(xq-- $jB.Vi,) I 
J;; = - hPa%fG[~ 2 :;[i(ql;;paJ +[ ;I; 
J;; 
= 2 e2n,m,w,B~ 1 1 1. Ua@ --WC21 , : 11 $bLofP,k Wa2 1 ’ z 4 (78) 
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where the anomalous contributions from the quasilinear fluc- 
tuation term are given by 
Y al J;; [ 1 Y a2 = 7 e2n,mpTavTaranaB0 dx, P: x;1 Q-a, ~a(&) 
where the quasilinear term S%$*‘) is given by 
r l ’ &7&Y, - _ -1 t&d+ I -- I 
&= Grj-&F 
431 &12L kjl 
T2 
a 
jq b-w-~‘,‘,)~ 
[ 
xs’(5-a) , 1 iw 
with 
~:b=-,.[l+va(+;)]> ~,cu,=k~va,,rv~ 
61 - WE- WDa 
CY= 
kllv . 
Here, if the anomalous contributions Yaj or Wa, vanish, Eq. 
(78) reduces to the conventional plateau parallel viscosities. 
As seen from Eqs. (61), (79), and (80), the anomalous 
effects are negligibly small when the phase velocities of the 
fluctuations in the reference frame moving with the guiding- 
center particles are much larger than the thermal velocity, 
i.e., I(o- wE- w,,)lklllS~~~ . Thus we now investigate the 
unstable modes with I(w- os- ~,,)Ik~lj--vr~ to give the 
detailed expressions of the anomalous transport and the par- 
allel viscosities. In the case of the electron drift wave driven 
by the density gradient dn,ld+<O with ~~‘0 and w~~==O, 
the anomalous effects are small since vTi 
4~~-%Yql~~Te is required for the unstable modes and 
the anomalous contributions Kej, Y, , and Wej ij= 1,2) are 
all proportional to ~(w-o~-w*~,/w*,~~~~~p~(l 
+ Z,T,/T,) 4 1, where Zi is the ion charge number. 
cw2= -0.45. (82) 
We should remark on the symmetry properties of the 
eigenfrequency and the fluctuation spectrum with respect to 
the parallel wave number kll. It is found that the eigenfre- 
quency given is an even function of kll, which results from 
our use of the Maxwellian distribution with no flow velocity 
as an equilibrium. If we assume that the spectrum (j$k12)ens i
also even in kll , the parallel anomalous forces (B*K,j) and 
the anomalous effects on the parallel viscosities Y,j and Waj 
vanish. These are confirmed by noting that the wave-number 
spectra of (B*K,j), Yaj, and Waj are odd functions of k/l. 
Thus, in this case, the banana-plateau transport is not modi- 
fied by the fluctuations. The kll symmetry of the dispersion 
relation is broken, for example, if we take account of sheared 
tlows in the equilibrium distribution function, although they 
are neglected here by the S ordering. 
Using m,lmi91 and Eq. (21), we have (B.V*mi)‘O, 
from which we obtain the poloidal flow velocity UpzBpUio 
as 
1 c dTi -- 
“= - Z eiB, dr 
+ 1.95~q-‘z&~ ‘a.+ik,, e”‘$;z)EM, (83) 
1 
The most relevant fluctuations that resonantly exchange where Eqs. (18), (20), (22), (78), and (81) are used. In the 
energy momentum between the ions and the fluctuation is the right-hand side, the first term represents the ion temperature 
ion temperature gradient-driven turbulence. Numerous stud- gradient-driven poloidal flow in the plateau regime given by 
ies of the stability and quasilinear fluxes from this form of the conventional neoclassical theory, the second is due to 
drift wave turbulence are available. For the small perpen- {B*Kiz) and Yij (or Wij). AS previoysly mentioned, the sec- 
dicular wave numbers satisfying k,,p@l or ~,~<lillvr~, we ond term vanishes if the spectrum (I+k12)enS is even in kll . We 
obtain the slab ion temperature gradient (ITG)-driven can see that first term contributes to the direction of the elec- 
modes’5y’6 where the instabilities with I (o - o,)lklll - u Ti tron diamagnetic rotation with dn,ldr<O and dT,ldr<O as- 
are found as shown in Appendix D. The relationship of the 
small woi limit to the strong toroidal regime of WDi-klluTi is 
developed in Kim and Horton17 and Kim et aZ.r8 When 
Z,T,IT,=I and dTJdq<O, we can write the anomalous ef- 
fects for ions from Appendix D as 
T,: ‘(~4 @‘““* 
=2.61n. 1 .$ 7 ‘[kxn.V$l e’(I~2’ens, 
I 
(B*&>= - 1*30piBoF ‘u*&/\ 
40 &12L”S 
TV 7 I 
Yij=CyjE2PiWTiriiBoT$ ‘u*ikll 41&12)ens (j= I 2) TV 7 I 1 
Wij z C,j (j= 121, 
where Z’ represents the summation over the wave-number 
region where 1 o*, 17ilkllv Til-2 and S*i is the sign of the ion 
diamagnetic drift frequency. The dimensionless constants in 
Eq. (81) are given by 
C,r=-3.05, Cy2=0.85, C,i=1.94, 
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sumed, while the sign of the second term depends on the 
wave-number spectrum. The ratio of the anomalous poloidal 
l-low to the ion temperature gradient-driven flow has the 
same order of magnitude as the ratio of the anomalous par- 
allel current to the pressure gradient-driven bootstrap current 
and that is estimated for the plateau regime from Eq. (83) as 
em r --- neo 
UP jl;,, 
@*ikllR 
where a dimensionless numerical constant is omitted and 
L,,=ld In TJdr[- ’ is used. When we write the parallel wave 
number as kll= (m-nq)lRq with the poloidal and toroidal 
mode numbers (m,n), Eq. (84) implies that the anomalous 
rotation and the anomalous parallel currents have opposite 
signs on different sides of the mode rational surfaces as 
shown by Shaing.6 As shown by Dong et &,I9 in the pres- 
ence of the parallel shear flow which breaks the radial sym- 
metry, the peak of the fluctuating potential shifts radially. In 
that case, the anomalous forces on both sides of the mode 
rational surface do not cancel out and they generate the 
net rotation and current. If we use c~,~k$?--l and 
C;ez([~k12)ens/T~-A2-~-Pi/LTj. the ratio in Eq. 
(84) reduces to E(cIJ~~~;.~) and we have &E(w~~T~~)%~E-“~ 
for the plateau regime. Thus, the anomalous contribution to 
the transport along the magnetic flux surface is expected to 
become dominant in the weak collisional plateau regime. For 
comparison, let us consider the anomalous contribution to 
the anomalous heat flux across the magnetic flux surface. 
Using Eq. (81). the ratio of the anomalous to the banana- 
plateau heat flux is estimated for the plateau regime as 
q$0m ,T” 
-5 --- “Kl 
4i XY 
From the ordering k,lkll-A -‘+ 1, this ratio is much larger 
than the ratio given by Eq. (84) and reduces to A-‘. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DlSCUSSlON 
In this work, we have investigated the neoclassical and 
anomalous transport in axisymmetric toroidal systems with 
electrostatic fluctuations. The total transport is clearly sepa- 
rated into the neoclassical and anomalous parts by using the 
kinetic definitions which give the average fluid variables 
from the average kinetic distribution function. The neoclas- 
sical banana-plateau transport fluxes modified by the fluctua- 
tions were shown in Eq. (26), where the parallel tluctuation- 
induced forces (B-K,j) (a = 1,2; j= i,e), and the corrections 
YGj (or Waj) to the parallel viscosities due to the fluctuations 
appear in the definitions of the modified thermodynamic 
forces and the parallel current. The anomalous transport 
fluxes were defined by Eq. (32) or Eq. (62) in terms of the 
perpendicular components of the fluctuation-induced forces 
K, in the similar way to the definition of the classical trans- 
port fluxes by the collisional friction forces F,. Thus, the 
anomalous fluxes are defined compactly in terms of Kaj in 
our treatment, which give expressions different from the 
anomalous heat fluxes defined by Shaing and Balescu. The 
parallel components of Kai produce the Pfirsch-Schliiter- 
like anomalous fluxes as given by Eq. (3 1) although they are 
negligibly smaller than those in Eq. (32) for the fluctuations 
with kll=G’k, . 
The fluctuation-induced forces Kaj were defined by Eq. 
(10) in terms of the statistically nonlinear term 9a which 
appears in the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation and they 
were calculated from the solution of the fluctuating part of 
the linear drift kinetic equation as given in Eq. (55). The 
anisotropic distribution in the velocity space caused by the 
quasilinear fluctuation source gives the corrections to the 
parallel viscosities Y,j (or W,j), which were obtained for the 
plateau regime in Eq. (79) from the solution of the ensemble- 
averaged drift kinetic equation, Thus from K~j and Y,j (or 
W,j), we can evaluate the neoclassical and anomalous trans- 
port fluxes when the fluctuation spectrum (I(bkt2)ens and the 
frequency ok are specified. ‘I’he results using the slab II’G 
mode dispersion relation for the fluctuations with the small 
perpendicular wave numbers were shown in Sec. VI. 
Neither Shaing nor Balescu described the anomalous 
contributions Y,j or W, to the parallel viscosities since they 
did not take account of the ensemble-averaged drift kinetic 
equation with the quasilinear fluctuation term. The anoma- 
lous effects on the banana-plateau fluxes appear through 
(BvK,~) and Y,j (or Waj). If (I#+&ens is even in k/l, (B.K,j) 
and Yd (or W,j) vanish. The spectra of KajL are larger than 
those of K,j,i by an order of k,lkll(% I) SO that the anomalous 
effects on the perpendicular transport are much larger than 
those on the parallel transport. 
The entropy production in the anomalous transport pro- 
cess was given in Eqs. (66)-(68) and its positive definiteness 
was shown. Then, we identified conjugated pairs of the 
anomalous fluxes and forces and found the Onsager symme- 
try satisfied by the transport matrix connecting them, This 
matrix is a highly nonlinear function of the forces, such as 
the density and temperature gradients, through the eigenfre- 
quencies and the fluctuation spectrum. 
The magnetic Aux surface average of Eqs. (4) and (6) 
yields the basic equations used for the particle and energy 
transport analyses, The results of our work suggest that the 
modified neoclassical fluxes as well as the anomalous fluxes 
should be included in the total transport fluxes and that the 
anomalous heat generation terms H, should be added into 
the energy transport equations. The anomalous particle fluxes 
in Eqs. (31) and (32) are intrinsically ambipolar due to the 
quasineutrality condition C,e,iz,=O which is used for the 
dispersion relation. Thus, in the axisymmetric systems, even 
with the electrostatic fluctuations, the ambipolarity gives no 
constraint to determine the average radial electric field. In the 
conventional neoclassical transport theory for the axisym- 
metric systems, the radial electric field does not affect the 
particle and heat fluxes and it is not required for the transport 
analyses. In our case, the radial electric field affects the 
anomalous energy exchange between the electrons and the 
ions through the dependence of H, on the EXB drift fre- 
quency WE. However, the anomalous fluxes and the disper- 
sion relations contain wE only in the form of (w- wE) as seen 
in Eqs. (61) and (Dl), which implies the Doppler shift and 
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no explicit dependence of the anomalous fluxes on WE. Fur- 
ther investigations for the determination of the radial electric 
field and the fluctuation spectrum (]h/2)ens are required. We 
are also considering the direct extension of this work to the 
case of the nonaxisymmetric system’with the magnetic fluc- 
tuations, which will be reported elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE ANOMALOUS 
ENTROPY PRODUCTION FUNCTIONAL 
less particle motion in the (x,v) space or the Liouville’s theo- 
rem is reflected in the following zero-divergence constraints 
for the guiding-center motion: 
f-g .i.ri)=f~ .(J(i& .(J&O. (As) 
Here we find that (2) and 2 satisfy the zero-divergence con- 
ditions separately. [It is noted that the phase space flow con; 
tamed in the drift kinetic equation (42) satisfies this type of 
zero-divergence constraint only approximately since the 
higher-order correction to the parallel velocity and the tem- 
poral variation of the magnetic moment described in Ref: 12 
are neglected in Eq. (42).] According to the division of Z in 
Eq. (A4), the differential operator L is divided similarly as 
L=t,+i, 
where 
646) 
Los-((i). -g-;g -J(i), 
In this appendix, the anomalous transport equations ~~-~.&-;~.J~ (A7) 
given by Eqs. (72) and (73) are derived from general quasi- 
linear formulation of the drift kinetic equation with the elec- Noting that the distribution function f also consists of the 
trostatic fluctuations in order to elucidate the origin of the ensemble average and fluctuating parts as 
Onsager symmetry and the positive definiteness satisfied by 
the matrix connecting the conjugate pairs of the anomalous f=(f)+L (A81 
fluxes and forces. 
We start from the drift kinetic equation given in Ref. 12: 
we obtain from Eq. (Al) the ensemble-averaged drift kinetic 
equation 
(Al) 
where 
L=--i. & (A2) 
Here, the subscript for particle species is suppressed and the 
collision term is neglected as in Sec. V. The gyroangle- 
averaged distribution f is regarded as a function of the phase 
space variable Z=(x,w,,u) where the kinetic energy 
nl= hu’ is used as an independent velocity space variable 
instead of the. total energy E = $zu2+ e@. The detailed ex- 
pressions of Z=(vg ,W,l;) are given in Ref. 12 and are not 
shown here. The Jacobian for the phase space variable (Z,q) 
(cp: the gyroangle) is given by 
J(x,v) 84 B 
JE a(z,(p>= d(w,p,fp> = ziq’ 643) 
The phase space flow 2 depends linearly on the electric 
field and it is naturally divided into the ensemble-averaged 
part and the fluctuating part with respect to the turbulent 
electrostatic field as 
vg=(v&++p 
i=(i)+i or l4=(W)fW, 644) 
~=(/-q+fi, 
649) 
Here, (ij) does not completely coincide with 9 defined in 
Sec. II which is easily seen from the fact that the velocity 
space integration of the latter exactly vanishes while that of 
the former does not. The fluctuating part of the drift kinetic 
equation is given in the linearized form as 
Using the initial condition .&t = - ~0) =0, 3 is given by 
xf> dr e(f-7)LOk( r,Z) . - dZ (722 
w =- e’%(t- r,Z). - dZ (t-73) 
=- I md,T i[t- qii( - T)] 0 * fg [t-r,Z(--7)-j, 
(All) 
where z(t) is defined as the solution of the ordinary differ- 
ential equation 
where the subscript for the ensemble average is also sup- 
pressed as in Sec. V. The incompressibility of the collision- g+)(E) C412) 
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with the initial condition k(t=O)=Z. Here we assume that, 
within the correlation time of the electrostatic fluctuations, 
(a(f)l&[t - r,Z( - r)] in Eq. (Al 1) varies only slightly and 
is replaced by (&f}lZ)(t,Z). (This assumption is question- 
able if (fl contains the gyroangle dependence through which 
(.f)[t-~Z(-til h as a time scale comparable to or shorter 
than the fluctuation time scale. For this reason, we started 
from the drift kinetic equation.) Then the nonlinear (or qua- 
silinear) term in the right-hand side of Eq. (A9) is written as 
<ij>= - f & -(JJ$), (Al31 
where the anomalous particle flux J$ in the Z space is given 
by 
J;(r)=(i(t)j((t))= - j-owd&(f,Z)i(t- &(- 7))) 
W> 
. x W)=(f)DA,& W4) 
which are regarded as the anomalous transport equations rep- 
resented in the Z space. Here the Z-space gradient force Xz 
and the Z-space anomalous diffusion tensor D$ are defined 
by 
x z ~ _ J *n(f) dZ ’ 
D;= omd&O)~(+, 
I 
C(r)-&.,2(-r)], 
(Al51 
where the stationary electrostatic turbulence is assumed to 
eliminate the explicit time dependence of DA,. Furthermore, 
assuming the spatially homogeneous turbulence within the 
turbulence scale length, we have 
(~(t,ir(t+r))=(i7(0)6(7)). G417) 
Then we find that, for an arbitrary vector a=(aj)j= 1,..,5, the 
Z-space anomalous diffusion tensor D$ satisfies 
a.Di.a=fi & ( [a.loTdT $(T)i2) 30, (4418) 
from which we obtain the positive definiteness of the anoma- 
lous entropy production locally defined in the Z space as 
r+ J$Xz= (f)Xz.D$X,?=O. (Al91 
For the stationary and locally homogeneous electrostatic tur- 
bulence, we can define the correlation function F for the 
fluctuating scalar electrostatic potential C$ as 
F(~,-~~,x,-x~)~(~(~,,x,)~(~z,xz)) 
= F(t,- t, ,x2-x,), (A201 
from which we find that 
(&l ,X*)k2,X2))= - 
d2F( t, - t2 ,x) 
8x dx x=q-x2 
d2F(t,-t, ,x) =-- 
8x 8x x=x*-x, 
=(&r2,&t* *Xl,>. (AZ*) 
This symmetry property leads to 
(~(r)~(O,}=(~(O)~(r)} (A22) 
which in turn reduces to the Onsager-type symmetry of the 
Z-space anomalous diffusion tensor D$ 
(oA,)T=o$ (~231 
where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the tensor. 
The symmetry (A23) and the positive definiteness (A19) of 
the anomalous diffusion tensor due to the particle-fluctuation 
interaction are the analogy to those of the linearized cohision 
operator used in the classical and neoclassical transport theo- 
ries. 
The anomalous effect due to (if} on the temporal evo- 
lution of the macroscopic entropy SM= - ~d3u(f}l~(f~ de- 
fined in Sec. V is given by 
- 1 d3u(lnCf)+ I)(ij}= i d”u 5 (In@)+ 1) f *(JJ$) 
where J$ is the anomalous entropy flux given by 
J‘+- d341n(f) + 1 )C.%,> (~25) 
and & is the anomalous entropy production defined as 
(A261 
The local functional 6 in the x space is given by the veloc- 
ity space integral of o$ and is the same as given in Sec. V as 
is seen later. The anomalous entropy production arises from 
the resonant exchange of energy-momentum between the 
particles and the fluctuations as we now make clear. 
In order to compare the formulation here to the results in 
Sec. V, we use the Maxwellian distribution function fM as 
(f). Then, we have 8fMlJp=0 and Eq. (A26) is rewritten as 
d’=- a *nfm d *n.fiM ~+@3 7 
=J,.X,+Jz.X2fJsXj, (A271 
which is found to be the same as Eq. (68) by noting that 
- F,* i 
d lnfh4 --l-G q+E.[X*+(xqXZj 
dX 
+e~.(uiln+vVa+V,,,)XJ. 
(A281 
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The forces CX,,X2Jr3) and the fluxes (J1,J2,.T3) are defined 
in Sec. V and are related to the forces Xz and the fluxes J$ as 
(A29) 
1 > 6430) 
where 1s denotes the 3X3 unit matrix. The anomalous trans- 
port equations in the Z space are written as 
[y$]=-h&[ ,a;;;;;;], (A30 
where ,D$ is the 4X4 matrix reduced from DA, and is also 
symmetric and positive definite. Then we obtain the anoma- 
lous transport equations for the forces (Xi ,X2,X,) and the 
fluxes (J1 ,J2,J3) as 
(~32) 
where 
LA=/ d3v 4 (~+I3 H’j D# ix2;S)‘3 y], 
6433) 
which shows that the matrix LA preserves the Onsager-type 
symmetry and the positive definiteness of D$. 
Using the Fourier representation for the fluctuations as in 
Eq. (57) and the approximation that Z(-7)=x-(u~~n+v&r 
within the correlation time of the fluctuations, we have 
@(0,x)@ - T,j?( - 7)-J) 
=F kk(l~~12)cos[(~--~-~g-kllu11)~l 
and 
~=~(I~k12)S(W-WE-Og-k,,U”) 
634) 
f (kxn)e(oD+kpU) 
1. 
e(e+kp~$ i Wn) e2(wD+klp11)2 
(A35) 
Substituting Eq. (A35) into Eq. (A33), we obtain the same 
expressions as in Eq. (73). 
APPENDIX B: RELATION BETWEEN EQ. (72) AND 
THE LINEAR THERMODYNAMIC FORM OF 
THE ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT IN REF. 9 
Here, we derive the linear thermodynamic form of the 
anomalous transport equations (72). For that purpose, we use 
the drift wave dispersion relation for the eigenfrequency in 
Eq. (73) and linearize Eq. (72) with respect to the density 
and temperature gradient forces in the same way as in Ref. 9. 
(Since k,p,-A<1 in our ordering, the anomalous fluxes by 
the electron drift wave are small as discussed in Sec. VI 
although here the dispersion relation is used for comparison 
to the results of the linear thermodynamic transport in Ref. 
9.) We should note that, as in Ref. 9, we still treat the fluc- 
tuation spectrum (]&I”) as given, and we do not regard 
X,, = 1 /T, as a thermodynamic force here. [Here Xa3 = 1 /T, 
measures a velocity space gradient of the kinetic distribution 
function and really causes the anomalous entropy production 
although it is difficult to take the limit of Xa3t0 in the 
linearizing procedure since it still exists even for the spatially 
uniform Maxwellian distribution which is a complete equi- 
librium state for the collisional (classical and neoclassical) 
processes.] Assuming the large-aspect-ratio system, we ne- 
glect o,, and use the following frequency ordering: ’ 
lk”bn 
Io-wwEl --x91* (Bl) 
Using the quasineutrality condition, we obtain the dispersion 
relation to the lowest order in X as 
~-w~=A~(~-M’I;~~)o*~=A~ 2 (kxn) 
Gel-MXi2), o=j 
where A,=I’,,/[l+e(l-I’,)], I’,,=e-bZO(b), M=b[l 
-Z,(b)lZo(b)], b=kiu&/2Rf, O=Z,T,lTi, Zi is the ion 
charge number, and I,(b) are the modified Bessel functions. 
Here the finite gyroradius effect is retained through then b 
dependence. *- 
First, we consider the anomalous fluxes for the electrons. 
To the lowest order in X, qw - wE- ti~~,-kp~~) in E?q. (73) 
for the electrons is replaced with &kllull). We also find that 
J,, does not enter the linear thermodynamic transport equa- 
tions since it is @X2) where X denotes the order of the 
density and temperature gradient forces: X,i-X,,-X. As 
mentioned before, Xa3 = 1 iTi is not regarded as a thermody- 
namic force so that X,, is RX”). Then, we obtain the lin- 
earized form of the electron anomalous particle and heat 
fluxes as 
J [ Ii el = J e2 . 033) 
where the transport coefficients are given by 
LFt=lim 
I. X-+0 
1 dLj3 
034) 
L$= lim -- 
X+Q Te J&Z 
(j,k= 1,2). 
Here, limx,o stands for the limit of Xel,Xcr2,Xi2-+0. Using 
the dispersion relation (B2), the anomalous transport matrix 
in Eq. (B3) is written as 
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- I Li”; L;; 1;; L’;; L;;Lf* ]=d%ej$2F e2($12) & 
(1 -A,)(kXn)(kXn) - i(kXn)(kXn) AoM(kxn)(kXn) 
X 
- $(I -Ao)(kXn)(kXn) $(kXn)(kxn) 1 - iAoM(kXn)(kXn) ’ 
035) 
which is in complete agreement with the electron anomalous 
transport equations in Ref. 9 to the lowest order in X while it 
should be noted that the definition of the heat flux in Ref. 9 
is different from ours. Now, we find that the symmetry 
L;$ = LG; is no longer valid since the nonsymmetric addi- 
tional terms (1/T,)(6%j3/a,,) enter these coefficients. Thus, 
the broken symmetry in the linear thermodynamic anoma- 
lous transport coefficients claimed by Balescu has been con- 
firmed again. We also see that the neglect of Je3 in the elec- 
tron anomalous entropy production o$ = J,, .X,, + Je2 .X2, 
+J,,X,, breaks its positive definiteness since all of J, L .X,, , 
Je2.%29 and Je3&3 is of the same order &(X2) while 
Je3[ =@(X2)] is necessarily neglected in the linear thermody- 
namic anomalous transport. In order to ensure the positive 
definiteness of the anomalous entropy production, it is indis- 
pensable to retain the energy transfer from the turbulent 
fields to the particles represented by Je3 which, however, has 
rarely been taken into account in conventional anomalous 
transport theories. 
Next, let us consider the anomalous ion fluxes. The 
anomalous ion particle flux is given from the anomalous 
electron particle flux as Ji, = Z; I J,, which results from us- 
ing the quasineutrality condition as the dispersion relation. 
To the lowest order in A, qo- wE-- wDi-kllUi1) in Eq. (73) 
for the ions is replaced with S(w-- wE> = &A,( 1 -Mvi) 
Xw,,]. From this term, it is difficult to obtain the linear 
thermodynamic form of the anomalous ion heat flux even to 
the lowest order in X. Furthermore, the k, spectrum of this 
anomalous ion heat flux has a singularity at M( 6) vi= 1 
(b = k: u :i/2n?). These difficulties about the linear thermo- 
dynamic form of the anomalous ion heat flux using the ap- 
proximation (Bl) are the same as clarified by Balescu in 
Ref. 9. 
APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF THE QUASILINEAR 
EQUATION IN THE PLATEAU REGIME 
Here, we find the solution of the averaged drift kinetic 
equation (52). Putting 
Ez*~ens=c?I+&~ (Cl) 
where 
Equation (52) is rewritten as 
3004 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 2, No. 8, August 1995 
&LO up.Vg,- C,T(g,) = - e,qE$A) do + C,‘( F’,) + Cc+ @o ~ 
0 
(C3) 
where Cz and Cz are the test and field particle parts of the 
linear collision operator, respectively. The 1= 1 part in the 
Legendre polynomial expansion of (fa I)ens as a function of 6 
is written in the 13M approximatior? as 
(&,}~$$ [ Ullaf ; F (x;- ;)]j@o (C4) a 
and that of g, is given as 
We find 
(ujln.Vg,)“‘O)= k 
I 
I,ti{ qn.Vg,=O. 
Then the 1 =O part of Eq. (C3) is given by 
~c~(~~l=o~j~~~=o~+c,F~I=o~~ 
Subtracting Eq. (C7) from Eq. (C3) yields 
(C7) 
where v,B~ denotes the pitch angle scattering part of the 
collision operator and 
c:, = C,T(&) + cc- V@%& I (C9) 
The superscript (122) represents the sum of the Legendre 
polynomial components with 122. Here F(u, ll/, @) is an iso- 
tropic function in the velocity space and its functional form 
will not affect the results of the following analysis. 
Let us put 
&Qgjt=lL (v&)-‘(@y)}+h,, @lo) 
where (~,s~)-’ represents the inverse of the pitch angle 
scattering operator. Here &‘=‘) and ( u&Y~)-‘(@~~~)> do not 
contribute to the parallel viscosities. Neglecting CA”“2) 
compared to the pitch angle scattering term in !3q, (C8), we 
have 
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(CW 
Here the collision frequency ran and the energy-dependent 
collision frequency v,(x,) are defined in Ref. 2, and we have 
used the Jacobian ~g =(V$XVIY.VY)-~, the major radius 
R=IVd-‘, and the safety factor 4. In the large-aspect-ratio 
system, we have dln BldB=csin 8 with the inverse aspect 
ratio E and we also assume that {@Js2) 
-(@~22))}/(@~s2+~. For the plateau regime 
~‘2-=+w-a,> -‘<l, the ordering eVA’341, and the pertur- 
bation expansion with respect to $VzJ3 are used3 to solve Eq. 
(Cll) and the lowest-order solution is given by 
APPENDIX D: ANOMALOUS EFFECTS BY THE ITG 
MODES WITH (o- oE)lq,vT,= 0( 1) 
The dispersion relation for ion temperature gradient 
(ITG) modes given by Eq. (48) is given in Kim et al. “,t6 and 
here we simply analyze the limit of small ~,lkllvr~. Assum- 
ing that the response of the electrons to the electrostatic fluc- 
tuations is approximately adiabatic, the drift kinetic equation 
and the quasineutrality condition yield the following disper- 
sion relation: 
1+- Oyce z(t)+ 
kljv Ti 
iD1) 
where Z(a is a plasma dispersion function and 
c=( O- UE)/kllV Ti . Furthermore, we assume that the density 
gradient is small w*~=O. From the above dispersion relation, 
we find that instabilities occur when 
The adiabatic response of the electrons, which is assumed in 
the dispersion relation in Eq. (Dl), yields no anomalous con- 
tributions to the heat generation rate, the particle and heat 
transport fluxes, and the parallel viscosities for electrons. 
Then the ion particle flux also vanishes according to the 
ambipolarity resulting from the quasineutrality. Thus, we 
treat the anomalous contributions to the heat generation rate, 
the heat flux, and the parallel viscosities for ions only. 
For \w,,7;li/kllV TiI~l, we obtain the typical slab ITG 
mode instability with 
o-WE~Ik~C~O*:i~i11’3(agi+~/3i)/2. @3) 
Here c,~ (ZiTelmi) ii2 denotes the ion sound velocity and 
the sign of the ion diamagnetic frequency. Then, we have 
1 (o- o,)lkpTil %l and therefore the fluctuation-induced 
forces Kij and parallel viscosities Yij (j = 1,2) for ions are. 
small. Now, let us consider the unstable modes with 
I(w- co,)lkpTil=O( 1). These modes exist the mar- 
ginal point (w*,?7i/kllVTil^.[2( 1 +ZiT,/Ti)] 
year 
and their 
real frequencies are given by 
z-c*i[; (1 + ~)]“2~g*ii,. !D5) 
Then, from Eqs. (61) and (79), we have (Hi)-0 and 
T;1(~i.VQ)mom=-&r1’2 z 50 exp(-5$? ’ 
iD6) 
(B.Ki2)=-2~“2 $ co exp(-5;) 
e 
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yil 
yi2 
4 
dxi e-X? xi 
I 
= ?r3’*E2pion7iiB050 ‘TiiVi(Xi) [ 1 (Xf - $,I 1 1 YI(X+Y)= - &x-y)+ 8x2 (4yr6y*-3)H(x-y), 8~ 
xI$ ‘c*ikll 
2Ti 
Y~(Xi~L’o)+ mY2(Xiv50) t e 
xez(14d2~enr 
T; ’ 038) 
2Ti 
+ w Y2Cxi >50) 
&I 01.4~)~~~ 
Ti’ ’ (D9) I r 
where C’ represents the summation over the wave-number 
region where IO*e77i/klluTil- [2( 1 +ZiT,/Ti)]1’2 and the 
functions J, and y2 are defined by 
4x- Y)f I& (y(8x3-20x) 
-(12y2+6)x2+30y2+9}H(x-y). @lo) 
When ZiT,/Ti=l, we obtain Eq. (81) from Eqs. (D6)-(D9). 
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